Missing Links

The answer to each clue is a word which has a link with each of the three words listed. This word may come at the end (eg HEAD linked with BEACH, BIG and HAMMER), at the beginning (eg BLACK linked with BEAUTY, BOARD and JACK) or a mixture of the two (eg STONE linked with HAIL, LIME and WALL).

ACROSS
1  LIKELY • SAID • VERY (5)
4  AREA • DEATH • KICK (7)
8  DIGGER • ENGINEER • TOY (10)
10 BREAK • LIGHT • MAY (3)
11 BOLOGNESE • HOOPS • JUNCTION (9)
15 BOX • OVER • PASSIVE (5)
18 CASH • OFFICER • THIEF (5)
19 ANNOUNCER • DIGITAL • HAM (5)
21 ACTIVIST • DEMONSTRATION • PARTY (9)
24 BLOOD • EGG • MOUTH (3)
26 COLOUR • LICENCE • PRESENTER (10)
27 EXCHANGE • MATURE • NURSE (7)
28 BLOCK • CLOCK • IVORY (5)

DOWN
2  FIRE • ROUTE • TUNNEL (6)
3  EYE • FALSE • WISDOM (5)
5  COPY • OPPOSITE • SCIENCE (5)
6  BATTERY • DROP • TEST (4)
7  ASH • IN • TEA (4)
9  BOY • CREW • PRESSURE (5)
10 ECLIPSE • RECALL • RUNNING (5)
12 BUSH • LEAGUE • POISON (3)
13 ENTRANCE • MEMBERSHIP • TRANSFER (3)
14 DOCK • SHERRY • WIT (3)
17 HOME • SOLUTION • WORLD (5)
18 CORN • IDOL • GINGER (3)
20 CLOTH • SIDE • STITCH (6)
22 PICKLED • RED • SPRING (5)
23 BROWN • FARM • RAINBOW (5)
24 MAN • SECOND • SELLER (4)
25 BOX • POLL • TITLE (4)